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Cell phone trial week moves to last stage for passing



The issue is now presented to the Governing Board to finalize the proposal



Gabrielle Amar / Plaid Press



By Lindsay Pleskus The Associated Student Body’s latest cell phone proposal will go through a final vote next week at the Governing Board meeting. The proposal asks for a trial week for cell phone usage on campus during nutrition and break. It was recently passed by the Student Services Committee on March 17. The Governing Board was first introduced to the proposal on March 22 and is currently still reviewing the fine print of the



proposal. The Governing Board will strike a final vote at the next meeting on April 19. If indeed the proposal is approved and passed, a tentative date for the cell phone trial week will be determined. The proposal was first conceived after a student left the idea in the ASB suggestion boxes located around the campus. ASB then delved into the issue by gathering information from other schools who administer cell phone friendly policies. The proposal was then formally



submitted to the Student Services Committee. Prior to this policy ASB proposed a change in locker arrangements and an installation of ID scanners at the student store, both of which were passed. The next issues that ASB will face, in no definite order, are those of parking, hours for outreach in helping students, money for buying TI software for SMART Boards and more student representation on the Standing and Governing Board Committees.



The school prepares for STAR Testing By Viviana Kim Teachers and students alike prepare for next week’s STAR testing with many of the same techniques that proved effective in dramatically raising last year’s API score. “I’m very proud of the students for making a great jump in the API score last year,” Student Assessment Coordinator Janie Holm said. This year’s goal is to raise our API score by at least five more points and reach 875. Teachers have prepared students throughout the school year “by aligning their lessons to the California Standards as well as helping students with testing strategies during the test prep homeroom,” Holm said. In order to help them prepare, teachers gave students released test questions from previous STAR tests. The questions are also online at www. starsamplequestions.org. In using the released test questions, students not only prepare for the upcoming tests,



but also review what they have learned in their classes. This year, the STAR testing Committee has come up with multiple new techniques to help students prepare for the tests and raise students’ scores. One of these new techniques is the use of video in testing homeroom. ASB helped in creating student videos to that encourage students to be prepared and do their best. “ASB made five STAR testing videos to play during test preparation week to encourage students to fully participate in STAR testing in order to raise our school’s API score,” ASB Secretary Sunny Noh said. Also during testing homeroom, teachers went over student data with each student to help motivate them to try their best. The school uses a program called Zoom! which tracks students’ scores throughout the years and helps identify where students most need help in retaining information in their



classes. “It helps teachers to monitor students’ progress and students can also track their own academic data,” Holm said. In order to help encourage students in this, as with last year, students who scored well and who showed great improvement on their test scores received incentives like VIP cards which get students out of fourth period five minutes early and also entitles them to free Menchie’s frozen yogurt. Students were also offered prizes such as pens and talking stress balls to encourage them to complete the preparation worksheets and questions during testing homeroom. Many other prizes will be distributed during testing like gift cards to Chipotle and Jamba Juice. “We want to help the students to be better test takers while not being stressed,” Director of Accountability Pat Givant said. “All students can show school pride by doing their best.”



In order for a proposal to pass it must go through a variety of phases. First, a proposal must be written and discussed at the Student Services meeting. Then all constituents report back to their departments about the proposal contents during professional development days. Once the constituent group has come to an agreement, the representatives vote on approving or denying the proposal. Finally, at the next meeting the department representatives vote, unless they have missed the



last two meetings. In order for a proposal to pass, a majority of the quorum must vote yes. “The number one way students can help support proposals is to attend the meetings. These meetings are open to all students, teachers, and parents, so the more support we get the better,” ASB President Ben Shih said. Students may also utilize the ASB suggestion boxes around campus or directly submit questions and comments to the members of ASB in order to help support the school.



DAY Wednesday Thursday Friday



DATE 4/21 4/22 4/23



TEST CST ELA, part I CST ELA, part II CST Science



Monday Tuesday Wednesday



4/26 4/27 4/28



Thursday



4/29



CST Math, part I CST Math, part II 9th: ELA benchmark-critical reading 10th: World History 11th: U.S. History 9th: ELA benchmark-written composition 10th: Life Science 11th: ELA benchmark



STAR Bell Schedule April 21, 23, & 27 (odd)* April 22, 26, & 28 (even)* Period 0 CST Tests Nutrition Period 1 or 2 Period 3 or 4 Lunch Period 5 or 6



6:55 - 8:03 8:10 - 10:05 10:05 - 10:35 10:42 - 11:58 12:05 - 1:21 1:21 - 1:56 2:03 - 3:19



*Seniors arrive during nutrition



STAR Bell Schedule April 29* Period 0 CST Tests Nutrition Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Lunch Period 4 Period 5 Period 6



6:55 - 8:03 8:10 - 10:05 10:05 - 10:25 10:32 - 11:08 11:15 - 11:51 11:58 - 12:34 12:34 - 1:09 1:16 - 1:52 1:59 - 2:35 2:42 - 3:19
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Band’s concert season commences By Rebecca Hong The band has started to compete at Festivals during the new concert season this semester after completing a successful marching band season. Performances for the concert season are called Festivals, which are noncompetitive since the judges do not rank or place the band, but instead give them critiques which can range from superior, excellent, good, etc. Last year the band received unanimous superior ratings at the Festivals. “The ratings are based on every aspect of our performance especially tone quality and note accuracy. We can even get marked down for bad posture or balance,” senior Amara Coopersmith said. To get superior ratings the marching band practices every morning during zero and first period as well as on an individual basis. “We also get new pieces every week to get used to sight reading because at the Festivals there is a sight reading portion where we have to perform new music in addition to those that we already rehearsed,” senior Caitlin Cole said. The band will be playing a variety of classical pieces by composers such as Haydn and Handel in addition to music composed by 20th century composers Del Borggio and Sweeney.



“The songs they perform are pretty tough but they can handle it. Most of the other bands are going to play songs at the intermediate level, but our band will perform difficult songs and do it well,” Music Director Jeffrey McCandless said. Some highlights of their performance will include “Slovanic Dances,” and the “Chorale and Shaker Dance.” Amidst the practices and the rehearsals the band benefits from the directing of the two conductors Al Nelson and Jeffrey McCandless. “They alternate on who conducts us and they each have their own individual style. The manner in which they direct us is really helpful because each of them offer their own insight,” freshman Will Reyes said. The band also benefits from the large size of their team. “We have the advantage of having more power because of our immense size. We have great individual players and section leaders who help our band make an impact at the performances with good quality music,” senior Tiffany Lantello said. In addition, Pierce College invited the orchestra and band to come perform today because they enjoyed their performance there last year. “I know that band is going to have a great concert season and blow the audiences away,” McCandless said.



By Madushi Wanniarachchige In light of recent powerful earthquakes shaking the world, Granada has started ready itself in case a quake unexpectedly hits somewhere near the school next. “It’s hard to know with earthquakes,” junior Tia Weinberg said. “So it’s always better to be prepared for them especially if



there have been large ones already.” Southern California in particular has already experienced a 4.5 earthquake which was deemed an aftershock of the dangerous 7.2 earthquake in Baja California, Mexico. The 7.2 earthquake was also felt by the people living in Southern California. “I was on my bed when it happened.



Photo Courtesy of Mary Ford



PERFECT HARMONY The jazz band, led by director Al Nelson, performs a 1940s classical style swing rhythm at the Spring Concert in Highlander Hall.



International earthquakes frighten California
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It was like my entire room was shaking,” freshman Michael Mrgudic said. Additionally there was a 7.7 earthquake in Northern Sumatra, Indonesia which occurred only a few days after the Mexico earthquake. Having such high frequency quakes one after the other has made people concerned and scared. “I’ve never dealt with a huge earthquake before and hearing about them and the damage they cause on the news is really concerning,” junior Bianca Alexiou said. News about the earthquakes via television, radio, or internet, has everyone aware of the devastating damage to peoples’ lives and how close-by that damage is to them. Chances of an earthquake hitting the valley is higher than ever since Los Angeles has been put on official earthquake alert. Thus, the school has started to take action. Last week there was an emergency drill before lunch that went over what to do if there is a lockdown, fire, or earthquake. For earthquakes, students know to get



under their desks and cover the back of their heads with their arms. Such drilling has been ingrained in students since childhood but they are still very important procedures to know and practice. “Even if we know these things by heart and they seem really boring, in case of a real emergency, people might not do what they’re supposed to do,” junior Linhdan Le said. “This could possibly end in more injuries than there should be.” “Students have to be responsible for themselves during an emergency too,” Alexiou said. “You hear all these stories about kids getting trampled to death because of the panic during an earthquake. It seems unlikely but it happens.” Injuries like that are exactly what the school wants to avoid, and having these drills is the best way for the administration to ensure that students are aware of what to do in case of such an emergency. Emergency drills inform the students since they aim to maintain safety in the school.



By Joan Lee On March 21, the House Democrats passed a historic bill in American history. This bill seeks to reform the existing health care system. There has been and still is a debate as to what this bill means for Americans everywhere, and how it will affect people in both the short and long run. Although the bill covers much that is somewhat beyond the average teenager’s concern, there are a couple of points that do in fact directly affect young adults. Health care for young adults will be free if their parents already have coverage, either purchased or received as benefits through their employers. This means that health care for the whole family will become much more affordable, because children will be given automatic access to insurance (if the parents already have insurance) until the age of 26. Even if a teenager gets involved in an accident, access to “catastrophic coverage” will be cheaper - essentially everything will be cheaper for younger people. In the current system of health insurance, companies choose their own clients, based on whether they seem healthy and not likely to get a disease. This costs companies money to pay for treatment, so sick patients are often denied



memberships. With the health care bill, children with preexisting illnesses will be given access to health care, regardless of their condition. This is supposed to get rid of discrimination and make health care a right, not a privilege. Students have varying opinions on the legislation. Some approve of the health care bill: “The health of citizens comes first and money should be diverted from the war to health care for everyone. Many illnesses are preventable so treating them earlier may prevent expensive treatment later,” junior Dasom Seo said. Others are more skeptical of the legislation and are wary of the sudden change taking place given the current economic situation of America. “While I agree with the idea of universal health care, I don’t believe that now is the time to implement it. The government can only afford so much deficit spending before it pushes the limits, which we are already doing,” said junior Or- el Vatkin. However, although the future of American health care is uncertain, it has the potential to go either path, and hopefully the path to affordable health insurance for everybody.



Health care bill passes
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Suffering under the Collegeboard monopoly By SueJean Kim Most lives of juniors are centered around one thing – the SAT. This is the most challenging test that students must endure in order to get into college. But if the SAT test itself is not enough, students also have to deal with the SAT Subject Tests, PSATs, AP Exams, and some must persevere through intense SAT preparation classes. And who is the one behind all this? The College Board. The College Board is a nonprofit organization that manages a variety of standardized tests, including the SAT, PSAT, and the AP Exams. With such a dominant role in the collegeentrance process, it is not surprising that the organization is labeled as a monopoly. Throughout the years more colleges have required the SAT for college admission. Colleges continue to raise their standards



of accepting students, who have only one option: to take as many rigorous tests as possible and score extremely high on them. But getting into a decent college comes with a price – literally. The tests that College Board provides are costly for the average American, but college-bound students have no choice but to empty their wallets. The SAT Reasoning Test costs $45, an AP Test costs $86, and the SAT Subject Tests cost $20 with each additional test costing $9. Furthermore, there are numerous other services that can be added to the basic costs, including late registration, rescoring, and an answer service prices varying from $10 to $50. Perhaps College Board wants to become richer rather than make kids smarter. Just by selling tests, the non-profit College Board organization had revenue of $582.9 million but spent only $527.8 million



(not to mention that the CEO makes a salary of $830,083 a year). That leaves a $55.1 million surplus to add to their income. And if a student is willing to spend about $200 (tests combined), then they might as well spend hundreds or even thousands of dollars to take preparatory courses or SAT tutoring. “I ended up spending $800 for private tutoring for 10 weeks. It didn’t really help at all – you just have to push yourself,” junior Kathleen Chu said. Paying for an education is an awful lot, but is emptying the wallet really worth it? Imagine life without College Board. On a day-to-day basis, students want their lives to run as smoothly as possible, and College Board is very useful in giving information about colleges and majors. But many students disagree and wish the College Board organization was removed completely.



“If College Board didn’t exist, then our lives would not be as stressful. Our parents also wouldn’t have to stress about spending so much, especially in this kind of economy,” junior Robert Nguyen said. “It’s not fair because those with money can afford private tutoring and get an advantage of getting a higher score, while those who don’t have as much have to work harder,” Nguyen added. Students will always want to go to college and will always seek to improve. Thus, there will continue to be a high demand for services like the College Board. Although students do not have the same political rights as do adults, they, like anybody who spends money, deserve all their rights as consumers. The College Board’s monopoly on achievement testing is a threat to these rights, but College Board always seems to win.



Smartboard: just a luxurious classroom gadget By Joanne Choi Since the beginning of the 2010 spring semester, students walked into their math or science classrooms with baffled expressions as they met face-to-face with the SMART boards. For those students who do not have the fortune of experiencing these wonderful gadgets, SMART boards are extremely high-tech interactive whiteboards with projectors that enable instructors to enhance their lessons. It’s wonderful, really. The board itself is a huge screen with dull gray frames smacked right on top of the whiteboard (the original ‘boards’ for the conventional math or science classrooms), so it definitely has a nice physical appeal. As for its functions, they are absolutely mind-blowing. You can write in cute fonts that are sure to hold an average teenager’s attention for an extended period of time.



It sounds great, right? The manufacturers and endorsers of the SMART boards uplift these tools as “intuitive products” sure to produce “engaging lessons” for “higher achievement” (www. smarttech.com). But in reality, hardly anything is as great as people praise it to be. SMART boards are extremely fancy, and I mean that in two different ways. Firstly, SMART boards are fancy in that they introduce technology students have never seen before. These interactive whiteboards have builtin sensors that read the movements of the hand on the screen, so that as the teacher writes with a stylus the machine processes it into an image on the screen. Think of it as an enormous Nintendo DS, iTouch, iPhone - you get the idea. And besides the other appealing visuals and functions of the SMART board that aren’t vital to a student’s education, it does



indeed have a few distinguishing practical programs. Math teachers can run an application on the computer that projects a TI-84 graphing calculator on the screen, enabling them to teach their students step-by-step the convenient capabilities of calculators. Secondly, I mean “fancy” as in the financial aspect. Are they really worth the money? The SMART board is just a luxurious item that we can afford, but do not need. Quite frankly, I have yet to see a transformation of the classroom experience aided by the SMART boards. So far I have not had the privilege of an enlightening SMART board-utilized lesson, meaning these boards have not amplified a student’s daily intake of knowledge or increased a teacher’s level of comfort in the classroom. What was so wrong with the traditional whiteboards and overheads? Nothing much.



Downfall of being technologically-savvy Chelsea Turner Clearly technology has permeated our lives from the time of birth. Those of us born in the ‘90s can’t even remember a time without personal computers. In fact, many of us learned basic educational materials from computer programs and television. Barney taught us manners and basics while Jumpstart K-12 helped in math and English. And eventually, what we learned the most was how to push buttons and watch a screen talk at us. But have all the inventions of our lifetime really done more harm or good for us intellectually? Some people would argue in favor of increasing the use of technology because of its usefulness in education and rapidity of accessing information. Perhaps it has even made us a more intelligent society. “Being tech-savvy is a form of literacy,” librarian L.E. Spear said. “Acquiring information, no matter how it is done, is just one small aspect of ‘smart.’” On the other end of the spectrum, some argue that television will be the demise of our society along with all of the new advances of the computer world. They claim



that kids have too much time with these items and waste too much of their lives away in a chair or on a couch staring at some type of screen. To me, being tech-savvy has simply taken the place of book smarts. And not in a positive way. Most students can explain how to text, go online, make a facebook page and work a DVR, but they could not tell you the difference between an index and appendix or how to use them. Accessibility is great via the internet or TiVo for educational materials. Yet, despite being able to read, students do not understand the information they are reading or why it is important. All they know is that typing in a key term into the search box and hitting “enter” gives you tons of sites. Take the classroom you have today as an example. For the most part, your projects require resources outside of the text—for this generation, that is usually internet sites. But it’s only the first 10 or so that pop up that you will look at. “Google can only access 16 percent of information on the internet. That’s why the school pays for subscription databases like



JSTOR so students can go beyond ‘surface’ web,” Spear said. As great as it is to have this accessibility now, when we start going off to college we won’t want to pay for nice databases when we do not even use it for free now. And, even JSTOR is limited to articles from journals, snippets of books, reviews and editorials. Most students do not bother to use the site unless they are told to do so for a research paper. So when do you actually use a non-assigned book? Certainly not when you have a burning question— for that you would just google. Because of technology’s accessibility, books are obsolete. And believe it or not, not all content is stored in a giant database of a search engine! Books cover topics in depth that online articles barely touch on or simply summarize. Technology has made us lazy and is well on its way to making us dumber. Unless we learn to use all of the resources available to us and how to do so, we can expect that the technological revolution will make us a completely ignorant society.



Could it have been the pricy cost of whiteboard markers? Ridiculous, considering the cost of the SMART boards. Well then, what? There are a few instances in life when it is “okay” to be a little old-fashioned, or when the people cannot distinguish whether they prefer the “new” way or the “old” way. As a school, we do not have to grasp every opportunity to spend lavishly on advanced gadgets.
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Do your part on earth day this year



Earth Day mysteries unraveled By Sindhura Seeni On March 27, 2010, an odd event occurred around the world. For one hour, the power went out. There were no functioning TV’s, internet, or computers in the vicinity. People had to resort to using candles. “It was really cool to see famous places in the world shut off their lights,” freshman Jennifer Dukov said. Could it be the beginning of the end? No. Rather, Earth Hour, as we call it, was just the beginning of a slew of events that culminate on April 22, Earth Day 2010. The first Earth Day was



proposed by US Senator Gaylord Nelson in 1970 as a nationwide teach-in day about the environment. Thousands of universities who protested everything from pesticides to extinction of wildlife realized that they all had something in common: the deterioration of the environment. Eventually, rallies from coast to coast in colleges and schools paid off. The grassroots activism of many resulted in more than 20 million Americans participating in the first Earth Day, marching peacefully for environmental reform. Today, more than 500 million around the world step



out into the sunshine to celebrate the earth. A hundred and eighty countries take part in marches, rallies, concerts, festivals, street fairs, and clean-ups every year. This year is no different. On April 24, the 15th annual Earth Fair will be held in Barcelona Spain, with workshops, conferences, booths, and dancing. The next day, activists in association with Earth Day Network will echo what college students did on the first Earth Day. They will partake in a massive climate rally on The National Mall in Washington D.C. to demand that congress enact climate and clean energy legislations.



By Sarah Comstock and Lindsay Pleskus



Since the first Earth day, we have seen progress. According to the Pacific Legal Foundation five species have been recovered due the Endangered Species Act and thirty-four million acres of land have been voluntarily set aside by farmers to protect the environment and provide habitat. Recycling has increased by 100 percent in the last decade. This Earth Day, one billion people are expected to chip in, ranging from elementary school children to senior citizens. As Earth Day approaches its 40th anniversary, it’s clear that we can all make a difference.



1. Plant a tree in your own backyard



Go to your local garden nursery and pick out some cheap seeds in order to plant your very own garden. Not only are you beautifying your backyard and feeling the satisfaction of creating life, but you are also helping the planet!



2. Spring cleaning



Replace your harmful chemical cleaners with eco-friendly brands in order to help do your part. While you are at it, change out your power-draining light bulbs with some more energy efficient ones.



Save the earth by becoming vegetarian By Eidah Hilo With so much hype about saving the planet, it is no wonder that “going green” is the latest trend. Stores offer reusable grocery bags. Arrowhead came out with a new eco-friendly shaped water bottle. New CFL light bulbs are rapidly replacing the incandescent light bulb to conserve energy. One major benefit for the planet that is often overlooked however, is ditching meat and becoming vegetarian. We all have heard of global warming – the general term for our planet is DYING. Harmful toxins in gases in the atmosphere are eating away at our precious ozone layer. One of the common gases that harm the ozone layer is carbon dioxide, but who is to blame? Live stock! According to Food and Agriculture of the United Nations, eating meat requires the herding of thousands of cattle, those of which contribute to 18 percent of the total greenhouse gases emitted.



But that is just beef. That does not account for the entire meat industry in general which produces a whopping 40 percent more greenhouse gas emissions than the whole world’s transportation systems. More and more meat and dairy products are consumed on a yearly basis. According to a study by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the global meat production is expected to more than double from 229 million tons in 1999 to 2001 to 465 million tons in 2050. In addition to polluting the air, eating meat harms the earth in many other ways including the pollution of water. According to a study conducted by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), animals produce over 87,000 pounds of waste per second! That is 137 times more excrement than that of the entire human population of the United States. And where does all that poop go? It does not just end up in the manure that fertilize



our crops; it ends up getting washed into waterways. Waterways that supply our drinking water. The havoc does not stop there. Americans in general take the planet for granted, assuming that the resources are endless when in reality, nothing lasts forever. Not going vegetarian uses up the world’s resources so rapidly that seven football fields worth of land are bulldozed every minute to clear land for grazing. In the Unites States alone, 80 percent of agricultural land is preserved to raise animals for food and grow grain to feed those animals. These animals that end up being that lamb chop or steak on your dinner plate also strain our resources greatly. According to PETA, a single pig consumes 21 gallons of water per day and a cow drinks 50! In the end, 2,400 gallons of water are needed just to produce merely one pound of cow flesh whereas it only takes 180 gallons of water to produce a



pound of whole wheat flour. With our planet deteriorating before our very eyes, it is clear that a change is needed. Simply switching to a vegetarian diet is not only beneficial for your health, but saves our planet. Think about it. If everyone in the U.S. went vegetarian for just ONE day, we would save 100 billion gallons of water, 1.5 billion pounds of crops, 70 million pounds of gas, 3 million acres of land, 33 million tons of antibiotics according to PlanetSave.com. We would prevent greenhouse emission equivalent to 1.2 million tons of carbon dioxide, 3 million tons of soil erosion, 4.5 million tons of animal excrements, and almost 7 million tons of ammonia emissions (a major air pollutant). As hard as it may seem, you will have the will power to be vegetarian for at least one day. Mother Earth has given us this magnificent piece of the universe to dwell on and going vegetarian for a couple days or a whole lifetime is the least we could do to pay her back.



3. Go to the beach



Celebrate the earth by going to one of the local beaches in Southern California. While you enjoy the sun’s rays and the ocean breeze, pick up the disgusting trash that litters the sand around you. You will get a tan and a feeling of satisfaction that you’re saving the world.



4. Watch an environment-friendly movie



Not an outdoorsy type? You can still celebrate the earth by sitting on your couch and watching a movie that celebrates this world. Avatar comes out on DVD and Blueray on April 22. What better way to educate yourself on the preservation of nature by watching blue people and the destruction of a beautiful world.



5. If it’s yellow, let it mellow!



Did you know that every time you flush your toilet five to seven gallons of water is wasted? Now we are all for clean hygiene, but one day will not hurt you. Just make sure to warn your family of your earthfriendly actions.



On campus environmental clubs work to save the earth By Lucy Lee Marine Biology Club While climate change is the greatest This club’s goal is to inform memchallenge of our time, it also presents bers about marine life and help clean the the greatest opportunity therefore, many beaches and water ways. clubs on campus are trying to help our “We went to Whites Point in San Peworld, which is in great danger. dro, and we did calculations to see how Change the World Club they changed over the years and also clean This club’s goal is to broaden the mind the beach,” president and senior Gabrielle of today’s society and have kids help the Ramos said. The next upcoming event is a earth. trip to Point Magu to help clean the beach “It is about environmental issues and once again. problems developed in this era, and we “I like the club because we get to spread are trying to fix them by doing whatever the news about how we need to save our we can in our local areas,” president and planet,” senior Chae Lee said. “It’s a good sophomore Adrina Lazar said. Change opportunity to join the club and be introthe World goes to Heal the Bay events to duced because before I joined, I didn’t do beach clean ups. The club meets on know about these causes.” Mondays and Fridays in M-8. The club meets on Tuesdays in AG.



Eco Plant Club



This club’s goal is to help promote the awareness and curiosity about the world and nature around us. The club is designed to help battle the ecological problems by using an innovative way of combining the abilities of plants. “Not many people see the capabilities of plants and yet plants have so much potential to affect the world,” president and sophomore Tristan Wang said. “Plants bring out oxygen and create fuels such as ethanol to help automobile problems.” The club helps Tree People by planting trees and is currently in the process of bringing back the compost piles in the school to help revive the green house. The club meets on Mondays in E-1.



Clean World Movement



This club’s goal is to educate students about severe climate change and promote activities to make this world cleaner. “We are also in the process of trying to plant more trees and plants at the school,” president and junior Demiana Sidrak said. Clean World Movement advises the students on what they can do to prevent Global Warming. The club has also helped Heal the Bay at beach clean-ups and Tree People with planting trees. “[Keeping our planet clean] not only benefits us but nature and other animals living on this planet too,” junior Remi Billet said. The club meets Thursdays in C-5.
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Teacher uses humor in classroom



Student goes Chipps connects with his students on a different level green the United Nations way By Sara Naor We have all had teachers we have loved, teachers we have tolerated and the teachers we did not like at all. Math teacher Jake Chipps strives to be the teacher that all of his students can love with his easygoing attitude, humor and even music. “I try to have fun,” Chipps said. “I take the Conan O’Brien approach, have lots of fun and still learn. I try a little bit of everything. I have showed my students the Ren and Stimpy ‘Log Song’ on YouTube while we were studying logs and exponentials.” Chipps has always loved the west coast. He grew up in Sherman Oaks and only left when he went to study at Vassar University. “The weather got to me,” he said. “You do not even see the sun in New York most of the time, and when you do it is too humid to enjoy it.” Chipps returned to California and has been teaching at Granada for the past two years. “I love it here-the kids are my favorite part,” Chipps said. Chipps goes beyond just teaching and tries to connect with his students on a personal level. “My favorite part is when one of them goes ‘Ahah!’” “He’s as crazy as can be,” junior Tia Weinberg said. “It is definitely my favorite class. He teaches you the basics and gives you problems to do which helps reinforce everything. He will answer any question that you have. We also play review games right before the tests which really help.” “I tell my students that they can come in and ask me questions any time,” Chipps said. Chipps’ teaching methods is not the only thing that helps him connect with his students, he even goes as far as playing games with his students, popularizing the binocular game that has traveled all around school.



Gabrielle Amar/ Plaid Press



BINOCULAR Math teacher Jake Chipps demonstrates the popular new  binocular game. Chipps likes to incorporates games and humor during class.  “It actually started in Science Bowl,” Chipps said. “I went there one day and they were all playing, so I had them teach me the rules. The first person I ever got was [physics teacher] Eric Hickok back when he still played. Now he will not lie down but he will still get you.” Chipps showed all of his classes, and it soon spread like wildfire. If someone spies you with binoculars, “you have to lie down with your shoulders on the ground as your punishment for looking directly at them. It is better then the swerve game which has no repercussions. We do not need to hit anyone like the circle game from my time. The lying on the ground part is humiliating enough,” Chipps explained. Chipps does more then just play games and videos. He also plays music for his



students and in some cases even sings to them. Like many high school students, he even has a band with his close friend and fellow teacher Hickok. “We do not really have a band name or distinct genre yet. We just get together and have jam sessions,” Hickok said. “I sing and he plays his guitar or banjo. I had a dream a while ago that we were on a quest for the perfect sound. We were traveling all around the world through wormholes that took you anywhere, but then it turned into a nightmare when I could not fit and got stuck,” Chipps said. Through his fun teaching method, humor and music, Chipps is able to connect with his students on a more personal level. “I love the humor aspect, it is my favorite way of teaching and connecting.”



The destruction of lives, families and homes in Louisiana. A disastrous 8.8 earthquake in Chili leaving a multitude of suffering and 230,000 dead in Haiti. The devastating effects of climate change continue to pierce not only our nation but pervade the lives of millions worldwide. In response to such devastating effects of climate change, the United Nations Foundation created the People Speaks UN Global Debates Project. This project challenges high school students from around the world to think critically about pressing global issues. This spring they will focus their discussions and actions on the issue of climate change adaption – Annex I countries of the UN Framework convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) should provide significantly increased aid to developing countries specifically for climate change adaption. Following the UN’s recent climate negotiations, it is more important than ever that this generation defines its role in the effort to combat global warming. Sophomore Ahra Cho, as part of the New Hope Academy team of the UN Global Debates, successfully completed the fall term project as the number one ranked school internationally. With a deeper understating of the significance of community involvement and student empowerment, Cho, along with her team, will once again strive to impact our local community. Then, the team will move on to raise awareness and assist in the global push towards climate change and adaption.



Suspicious characters have been spotted around campus this past year. These suspected felons are well known, but do not let their two dimensional bodies fool. They should be considered armed and dangerous. Do not attempt to capture these villains on your own. Locate the nearest sheriff. Reward money available!



Krumm Crime: Breaking and entering into children’s closets. Description: Quite short and stout. Prickly hair covers most of his body, but especially under his arms. Peculiarities: Seems to misplace his eyes on a regular basis. Frequently Seen: Lurking in various trashcans around school. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO APPROACH KRUMM. HIS OVERWHELMING ARMPIT STENCH HAS BEEN PROVEN TO INDUCE EXTREME VOMITING AND EVEN UNCONSCIOUSNESS.



CatDog Crime: Creating evil plots to get rich quick and knocking over trashcans. Description: Bright orange polka dots on fur create very unusual markings. Cat normally has a smug look on his face while Dog looks dopey. Peculiarities: Cat and Dog seem share one body with both a feline and a canine head. Frequently Seen: Scrounging for leftover food in the cafeteria and hiding in the bushes. DO NOT ALLOW THEIR CUTE AND CUDDLY EXTERIOR TO TRICK YOU. CAT IS ESPECIALLY TRICKY.



These drawings above are renditions of licensed characters from Nickelodeon and Cartoon Network.



Eliza Thornberry



Dexter



Crime: Possible instigator of many squirrel attacks earlier in the year. Description: Typical geek with glasses, braces, freckles, and long red hair warn in pigtails. Usually sporting a yellow dress. Peculiarities: Seems to spend a lot of time with non-human companions, especially a chimpanzee that answers to the name Darwin. Frequently Seen: Hanging from the trees in between classes and in the middle of the quad right after lunch.



Crime: Using the chemistry rooms without expressed permission, inventing strange chemicals, robots, and rockets without a permit. Description: Incredibly short and wears thick circular glasses and a white lab coat with purple gloves. Peculiarities: Although American, speaks with a fairly strong Eastern European accent. Irrationally fearful of bugs and clowns. Frequently Seen: Trespassing in chemistry classrooms after school and hiding out in the bathroom.



ELIZA IS ASSUMED TO BE MENTALLY UNSTABLE DUE TO HER DELUSION OF COMMUNICATING WITH ANIMALS.



DEXTER STRUGGLES TO FIT IN WHICH HAS CAUSED HIM TO ACT HYSTERICAL IN MANY SOCIAL SITUATIONS. -Sarah Comstock
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Sophomore rapper Gerrad O’Brien Junior artist Soupanat Mekchai shows off unique artistic style on his way to fame, fortune By Jay Kim With only three years of experience under his belt, sophomore Gerrad O’Brien has already released two self-promoted albums and is currently working on his third. He even performed in the school talent show and the State of School Speech in Highlander Hall this past year. He loves to rap and write his own lyrics, a talent he discovered when his mother, Ivie O’Brien, took him to an Apple electronics store at the Northridge Fashion Center for a Garage Band tutorial. Using his own computer at home, O’Brien has been able to produce many beats that accompany his lyrics. He focuses his lyrical stories on the ability to live life, have a good time and most importantly, stay positive. “I really want the world to be in tune with my music,” said O’Brien. “Don’t write me off as another kid who wants to rap because he has nothing else to do. I’m passionate about what I do.” His next album, “A Nu Direction,” will be released on April 20. Copies of current and past albums can be obtained from O’Brien himself. With all the support from both friends and family members, his mother is perhaps O’Brien’s biggest inspiration. “She basically gives me the strength to do what I do, and she encourages me to do what I love, which has ultimately lead me this far,” said O’Brien. But his mother is not the only one who gives O’Brien inspiration and strength. His father, Guy O’Brien, stage name Master Gee, was a member of the old school hip hop group, The Sugarhill Gang, who came out with the first hip hop single to become a Billboard’s Top 40 hit, “Rapper’s Delight.” O’Brien also worked with Saul Sanchez



and Luis Perales, whose stage name is “Lui-V”. “I had the most success after collaborating with Lui-V. They were great,” O’Brien said. O’Brien was also the one who pitched an inventive idea to our school’s very own string orchestra. “I tried putting my own spin in orchestra, although I don’t love classical music, strings sound nice,” he said. “So I thought one day, why don’t I beat box to the songs that we play?” And with the approval of the orchestra teacher, Jeff McCandless, O’Brien, who also plays the upright bass for the orchestra, now beat boxes along with the classical music pieces performed at concerts and other events. O’Brien has also proposed a request to ASB, asking for time to hold a performance on the quad during lunch when he releases his new album releases on April 20. However, even with such impressive success at such a young age, O’Brien still has even bigger plans for himself. “Eventually, I want to produce internationally,” he said. “I’m also interested in broadcasting and acting.” Whether we see O’Brien ten years from now as a worldwide rapper or actor, it is no doubt he has talent.



By Allison Ouchi Parents and students gathered to enjoy the musical talents of the school’s Visual and Performing Arts Department (VAPA) music groups at the Spring Concert on March 25 in Highlander Hall. “Our music department puts this concert on every spring. It is our chance to show off many of our ensembles here at Granada,” music teacher Al Nelson said. This annual production features performances by the school’s Concert Band, Jazz Band, String Orchestra, Honors Choir, Show Choir, Women’s Choir, Concert Choir, and the acappella singing groups, Smooth White Chocolate and Once Upon a Time. “We want to give everyone a chance to see how much great music is being performed by these groups who consistently score in the high excellent or superior categories at competitions,” choir teacher Craig Gruenberg said. All of the music groups practice persistently year round – before, during, and after school – in order to be prepared for performances throughout the school year, including the Spring Concert. For example, the Highlander Band spends several hours in preparation for their performances, learning and rehearsing their performance selections. “We practice all year, from the marching band season to the concert band season. There is practice from seven to nine each morning, and we also practice after school as well as on Saturdays,” junior band member



Ryan Ringold said. The students work on learning the technique of their instruments, the notes of their pieces, the interpretation of the pieces, and making music together as an ensemble. Though it may seem like a lot of meticulous toil, all of their efforts pay off in the end. “We as members love performing and the audiences’ reaction to our music; that makes the work worth it,” Ringold said. In addition, the purpose of the Spring Concert is to reflect and exhibit the hard work the students put into their music. “We hold this concert to give our music students another performance opportunity on campus so their family and friends can hear their talent and progress,” Gruenberg said. The Spring Concert turned out successful this year, with a sold-out house and beautiful music. “We felt the concert was a great success, not only because of the outstanding performances of the student ensembles, but also because of the great audience that came out and filled every chair. A packed house is always a great inspiration for any performer,” Nelson said. All of the music groups will have several other concerts at the school in April and May. “Every performance is a learning experience so the students are provided another opportunity to improve their musicality and professionalism,” Gruenberg said.
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Visual and Performing Arts department sells out annual spring concert in Highlander Hall



By Jane Ha Junior Soupanat Mekchai sees the world a little differently from average high school students. What seems ordinary to most people, are inspirations that bloom into works of art. “The way the wind is blowing through the trees, GRANADA’S PICASSO This watercolor painting showcases for example, paints A.P. Art student, junior Soupanat Mekchai’s artistic abilities. a whole landscape in my mind,” Mekchai appreciates the class very much. “We are assigned the number of projects said. Ever since childhood Mekchai has been to be completed and the deadlines, but aside from that, we’re free to start whatever piece living a life revolving around art. “I drew a fishie when I was 2,” Mekchai we want and to complete them however we said. “Since then I liked seeing things in want,” Mekchai said. “I like how we’re given different shapes and colors. I liked creating so much freedom.” The experiences provided by the class different things out of what I saw.” Unlike most children who grow out helped to shape Mekchai’s plans for the of doodling fast, Mekchai has continued future as well. Aspiring to become an architect, he is his passion for drawing and now has even widened his range of specialty to photog- also interested in becoming a painter, interaphy, sculpture, and other major areas. The rior designer, or a photographer. “Even if I don’t make a career out of depth to which he can be involved with art [art], I’m going to continue pursuing it for has always fascinated him. “You live in art,” Mekchai said. “You feel the rest of my life,” Mekchai said. His artistic talents are promising enough it in all aspects of your life.” Hence, his decision to take AP art class to bring him many credits as an artist. In this year has been a rewarding choice. middle school he had won a grand prize During the year, the students are required to from the LA Times for his work of sculpcomplete 24 art projects, meaning, for most ture. With skills and passion combined, of the time, that they must work through Mekchai paints on in assurance and confivacations and holidays as well. For those who don’t have enough passion dence that his efforts will take him far and for art or are not good at time management, wide later in life, in whatever form. Perhaps, he already is an artist. the class can be an overwhelmingly grueling experience. Mekchai, however, enjoys and
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By Austin Kang



Rugrats: Ages 5-9 Although the children’s show didn’t offer much educational value, the wild adventures of the Rugrats were certainly entertaining to watch. Growing up in through our elementary years, we were able to relate to the toddlers as they explored the world – which was usually confined to their backyard - with Tommy Pickles taking the lead, twins Phil and Lil Deville supporting, and Chuckie Finster reluctantly following from behind. Whether they were trying to escape from the play-pen, chase after Reptar or avoid the evil torments of Tommy’s cousin Angelica Pickles, the episodes always ended with a satisfying, albeit illogical, conclusion.



YOUR BURNING QUESTIONS ANSWERED The time has finally come; the wait officially over. ABC’s television drama Lost is coming to a close with only four episodes until the two-hour series finale. The show’s producers have assured those fans hooked on Lost’s mysteries that this season will answer the majority of their questions and it already has.



Q:



What is the Black Smoke/Monster that appears periodically, killing people in its wake?



A:



The Black Smoke is one of the forms that the Man in Black can take on in order to counter Jacob. Despite this, the Man in Black takes offense to being called a Monster.



Q: Why does Richard never age? A: The story with Richard is that he was originally from the 1800s, brought to the island on a slave



ship from which he is the only survivor. Jacob tasks Richard with helping guide the people he brings to the island to be moral in return for making it so that Richard never ages.



Spongebob Squarepants Ages 10-15 The show Spongebob Squarepants is the longest-running show on Nickelodeon. The array of characters represent several personalities ranging from the happygo-lucky Spongebob to the grumpy and grouchy Squidward to the slow yet lovable Patrick Star. It’s undeniable that Spongebob is many a child’s favorite underwater sponge “who lives in a pineapple under the sea.”



Q: Is Locke really dead? A: While the Man in Black looks like Locke, the actual Locke is dead after being killed by Ben off the



South P ark Ages 16+ The adult cartoon South Park marks a very visible departure from our usual cartoons. It is very satirical in nature, using child characters as analogies to our current society. Although the social commentary can appear very offensive, it does a great job at conveying its message, while being entertaining to the mass public.



island.



Q: What happened to Claire? A: With the other crash survivors either dead, off the island or moving through time, Claire is left alone on the island. She loses her mind, devastated that her baby Aaron has been taken from her. The Man in Black, in the form of Locke, finds Claire and manipulates her to do his biddings by promising to reunite her with her son. - Danielle Sink



Photos Courtesy of Nickelodeon and Comedy Central



Usher brings his internal strife into Raymond v. Raymond



courtesy of sudhangurung.com



By John Cho Usher’s sixth album Raymond v. Raymond is a melting pot of various themes, musical styles, and genres that often confuses the listener. Yet this is what makes Usher’s innovative and talented music stand out from a sea of mundane artists. Just as his title suggests, Usher is pitted in an internal struggle as he fights to express himself. “Raymond v. Raymond” is his masterpiece and brings a combination of ingredients most associated with pop blended with a cup of R&B flavor. Two years ago when Usher was at his



peak, he couldn’t have been more happy, but now after Usher’s widely publicized divorce ensued by family disputes, paternity requests, and countless other claims, his new album sings a different tune, an ominous and disgruntled tune which opposes any of his previous songs. From track one, “Monster,” Usher electrifies and awes the listener by his creativity and experimentation with new-age production and vocal spins such as auto-tune. However mid-way through the album, the listener can’t help but feel a disconnection between the singer’s spoken introduction and



the music that follows. It is not until track ten that Usher displays the pent up anger and confusion that tormented him for so long and prompted him to create the album. Usher’s song “Papers” sheds light on his album title as it finally displays the hardships that Usher endured in his divorce. Lyrics such as “I’m losin’ my mind, can’t figure out who’s wrong or right” shows Usher’s mindset about his recent public breakup. Despite the inconsistent subject matter, Usher continues to stun his listeners with a vast array of musical insights and love for what he does, regardless of his setbacks.
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GEAR UP Being a highly competitive sport, lacrosse requires the players to wear good amount of safety equipment during after school practices and the games .



Lacrosse on campus as an after school club By Gabrielle Amar The Granada Hills Lacrosse Club is a non-profit organization that has recently made its way on campus as a sport of interest for many students. Last fall, sophomore Matan Ankori and his personal lacrosse coach of five years pushed the administration to make lacrosse an after-school club sport. By December, the school had granted time and field space to get the sport up and going. “We want to bring the sport to a high school level and give students the opportunity to keep busy in their community,” club coach Brent Robinson said. A fan page on the social networking website Facebook got the word going around and by early February about 150



kids showed up to tryouts wanting to make the club team. Tryouts took four days to complete, testing physical endurance of the players. Three boys teams of about 90 and two girls teams of about 45 were formed. “Most people were fresh faces since they’ve never picked up a lacrosse stick in their life,” Ankori said. “The coaches were just looking for the ones who showed determination and willingness to learn the sport.” Not only do Granada students participate, but students from Cleveland, Chatsworth, Birmingham, and other high schools gather to play on the club team as well. The team practices on the school’s field turf four days a week for two hours.



“I’ve played volleyball with the school, and I can say this club team works just as hard as any other sport when it comes to conditioning,” junior Codi Georges said. For all those who are not familiar with the game of lacrosse, it is a team sport similar to soccer. Each team has a goalie, three offensive, midfield, and defensive players on the field at any given time. Every player tries to throw a solid rubber ball into a six-by-six foot goal during any of the 15-minute quarters. “The primary motivation is the stick itself because you get to manipulate the ball and it’s in your control,” Robinson said. “That’s what makes the game so enjoyable.” Effective strategy is the key to winning:



“We have to toss the ball a lot among teammates, pick up most of the ground balls, and have good communication on the field to be strong,” Ankori said. Most lacrosse players see the sport as the fastest game on two feet because of the necessary speed and finesse to win. “We have this thing we call the ‘goat drill’ to build stamina,” Ankori said. “Notice it stands for the ‘greatest of all time’ because that’s what we strive to be.” The fast-pace game is growing at a fastpace itself with many students in the community wanting to become involved. “The greatest thing is that we became the largest club program in southern California within just two weeks of existence,” Ankori said.



By Steven Smallberg The track and field season has begun and this year’s team is anticipating a strong season that will lead a multitude of athletes to the state final competitions. The diverse team incorporates a wide breadth of athletic talents. “We have a pretty well-rounded team,” head coach Tim Frost said. “Everyone has been very dedicated to competitions. It takes a lot of time and commitment, but we’ve gotten off to a great start.” While the competitions rely on each athlete’s ability—athletes qualify for the state finals on an individual basis—the team has practiced extensively together. The team has certainly put in extraordinary effort. Over spring break, 40 team members attended voluntary practices, starting at 8:00 a.m. every morning. “Each of us earn points for ourselves in our events, so it helps motivate us. We know each other really well, and we’re all competi-



tive,” senior Chris Umoye said. The relay team in particular has become very close over the years. “We’ve all been running together for several seasons now, and we’re best friends outside of school,” senior Sumit Misra said. “We’ve been training together all year.” The team is headlined by senior Javert Solorzano, a college-recruited runner who was the sole competitor on Granada’s team in the state finals last season. “What [Solorzano] has brought to the team has been incredible, “Frost said. “He’s not a loud guy, but he leads by example.” Solorzano sets himself—and his team— to high standards. “We’ve worked so hard over the years. I just want to see as many of us as possible go all the way to state,” he said. Frost likes his team’s chances. “We have a pretty strong team,” he said. “These athletes are great competitors, and they push themselves. I think we have a great chance of going far this season.”



By Estevan Velasquez Walking into the gym on an early afternoon., the feeling of the thick humid air and smell of sweat in the gym shows the dedication of the boys’, volleyball team. Over the last four years, the team has won three city titles. And after last year’s undefeated season to win the city title, there are high expectations for this year. “Our goal is always to take the city title; this year we all have our eyes fixed on the city trophy that gets passed down to each school that wins city,” senior Phillip Pawlikowski said. The team has only lost one preseason game. They have been successful in league competition, winning all four of their matches. Leading the Highlanders onto the court is third year varsity player and this year’s captain is Phillip Pawlikowski, one of only two returning starters. Head coach Tom Harp and Assistant Donald Puatnasnanon are trying to con-



tinue to bring the glory to Granada as they have in the past. Both coaches have experience in the sport and bring their knowledge to the court. Harp has coached at Granada for a long period of time and brought many titles to the school. Puatnasnanon previously played for Granada and UCLA’s volleyball teams and had the opportunity to participate on the Junior Olympic team for the United States. The team wants to become more united and is working on being more like a family. Most of the team is new, and they are working to come together to make their goal of winning a city title a reality. Practicing every weekday until 4:30 p.m., the team wants to improve passing and getting into the flow with each other better. Granada’s Volleyball team hopes to set themselves in position to be in another city championship and continue the Highlander glory.



Track and field sprints into new season anticipating many wins



Boys’ volleyball practices hard to uphold their championship legacy



Swim and dive team free-styles through meets By Glara Park The swim and dive team brought home success from their meet against Taft High School on April 7 as both the varsity and frosh/soph boys’ teams won. “The meet went really well and it was a great meet for all the kids,” head coach Gila Ruivenkamp said. The varsity boys team won with a score of 116 to 53, while the varsity girls team won 107 to 60. The varsity girls also placed first in the 200 and 400 free relays event. The frosh/soph boys team placed first, second, third in every race and won with a score of 106 to 33. And, although the



frosh/soph girls team lost with a score of 34 to 93, individuals still managed to obtain a majority of first and second places in all events with their disadvantageous team count of five against the usual 15 of other schools. “The frosh/soph boys are undefeated and are looking at a possibility of winning the league,” Ruivenkamp said. “Varsity boys and girls will probably finish in the top three in our league, but the frosh/soph girls team is so small that they will face obstacles,” she continued. Despite such hurdles, the swim and dive team have kept a good record in their first



two meets. “These meets really help us get an idea of what the other schools are like,” Ruivenkamp said. “We are in one of the most competitive leagues.” In preparation for their meets, the team worked hard in hopes of having another successful season this year. Aside from voluntary practices during the winter and spring breaks, team members constantly condition themselves with cardio exercises and running after swimming. The dive team meets up on Saturdays at the gym to refine their gymnastics.



Each meet, however, requires detailed analysis and studying to prepare the team even further. “I try to guarantee our wins in specific events. There is a lot of strategy to a meet and even the smallest mistake could cost the win,” she said. “Overall, I think the boys are going to do very well individually and as a team— possibly, the top five in the city,” Ruivenkamp said. The girls’ team is small in number and “will face obstacles as a team due to their size, but they have always been able to hold their own,” said Ruivenkamp.
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april servers.pdf 

Choir Ben Levengood Scott McIlvee Matt Green Kathryn Wolf Scott McIlvee,. Megan Green. Lori Reed. Becky Price Scott McIlvee. Page 1 of 1. april servers.pdf.
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April Chalice.pdf 

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Plattsburgh ... We learned that the St. Joseph's Church property on Military Turnpike just south of Rugar Street would be ... She will add you to her list of helpers and then you can ... April Chalice.pdf.
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April 2018 

Apr 1, 2018 - Sunday. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday. 1 ice Word Family. 2. Art. Media/Tech. â€‹3â€‹. â€‹Music/PE. 4. PE/Music 5. Art.
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April NLB 

of e-mail messages with various ideas for the Newsletter, meet- ings, educational events, and other activities. ..... The plans for June meeting are still be- ing decided upon and we want to know what YOU want to do. .... NDHHS will be hosting its 4t
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JavaFX Overview April 2010 

Apr 13, 2010 - Composition. & Interaction. Production. Suite. PSD. AI. SVG. JavaFX. Application ... HTML rendering, CSS, JavaScript support. â€¢ TV and Mobile ...
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April 20, 2014 

Apr 20, 2014 - 4pm Mass for the People of St. Athanasius. Sunday, April 27 ... Call the office or email ... fine priestly service to the people of God at Saint Athanasius. ... On Good Friday Pilate must choose for Truth or political expediency.
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April Preview.pdf 

Page 1 of 5. DIPONEGORO JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTING Volume 03, Nomor 03, Tahun 2014, Halaman 1. http://ejournal-s1.undip.ac.id/index.php/accounting ISSN (Online): 2337-3806. PROFESIONALISME INTERNAL AUDITOR DAN INTENSI. MELAKUKAN WHISTLEBLOWING. Devi Novit
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april fool - Education World 

Something to Think About: Why do you think some people refused to use the new calendar? Learn More: Read about History's Greatest Hoaxes at http://www.historychannel.com/exhibits/hoax/hoax.html. See how many of the questions fool you. Â© 2004 by Educ
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april newsletter.pdf 

... are having a bike safety presentation for kindergarten and first. grade from Margaret Mary Community Health. We will be handing out bike helmet order forms.
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